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Abstract-Venting of excess water from spacecraft, besides leading to physical and optical contamination.
has application to studies of the transport of outgas, the interaction of the vehicle with the ionospheric
plasma, the energy balance of cometary material, and the uses of liquid streams in space operations.
Analysis of intensified video images of a twilight venting of fuel-cell product water from Shuttle Orbiter
shows that the initially coherent stream forms within about 0.1 s into a - I0'-quasiconical cloud of
irregular, polydisperse ice/water droplets (the product of cavitational rupturing) and submicron ice
spherules (from partial recondensation of overexpanded vacuum-evaporated water gas). The retrograde
velocities of both particle components are experimentally indistinguishable from that calculated for the
dumped liquid. The visible radiance distribution of the - 2 1 km of wake trail detectable in projections
to a precisely-tracked groundbased telescope becomes consistent with predictions from the energy balance
of the submicron particles when a sublimation rate-enhancing correction to their emissivities (and thus
temperature). arising from the progressive roughening of their surfaces, is applied. A similar calculation
of the thermal radiation, scattering and absorption of earthshine and sunlight, and sublimation of the
larger (- mm-radius) particles prominent in the onboard photographs shows that their lifetimes are several
orbital periods. The relative discrete and spatially-continuous irradiances in images from the two camera
locations impose a rough joint constraint on the fraction of water vapor that recondenses and the mean
geometric scattering cross-section of the stream-fragmentation droplets.

1. INTRODUCTION bodies. The data on droplet sizes and fraction-

ation, spatial and velocity distributions, and subli-
We have reduced and interpreted the patterns of mation rates in the low earth-orbital environment
scattering of visible sunlight by the ice particles also have application to several issues in space oper-
that formed [1,2] from fuel cell-product water [3] ations and physics, including foregrounds [4] in
vented into the wake of Shuttle Orbiter Discovery Shuttle-borne astronomy and remote sensing;
(STS-29, Orbit 49) just before dawn on 16 March lifetimes of orbiting debris, and the energy balance
1989. The data set consists of intensified-video photo- of comets and meteors. interaction of spacecraft [3]
graphs taken from both onboard and a high-altitude and their outgassed water vapor [5] with the iono-
optical station near the trajectory nadir. Table I sphere; F-region plasma depletion and its related
describes the three electronic cameras, typical views aerochemical and dynamical effects (6], and con-
of the particle clouds from which are reproduced in tamination of the outer surfaces of orbiting vehicles
Figs 1-3. by recontact of ejected material [2]. Applications of

The information about the phenomenology of controlled liquid streams in astronautics have been
ventings of excess water derived from these images identified in a recent review [7] of their behavior in
allows the radiance distributions of these clouds vacuum, and include material transport between
at other wavelengths to be inferred, for assessing spacecraft, liquid thrusters and brakes ("aeroassist").
the effect of releases of high vapor pressure liquids fluid disposal, liquid-droplet radiators, and planetary
on the optical signatures of satellites and suborbital gas scavenging.

325 92-23518
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2. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND The mean free paths of those water molecules that
have evaporated from the short-lived coherent stream

This theoretical modeling [7] is supported by recent are initially much less than its diameter[9] (and
laboratory simulations(8-11] in which pure and a fortiori also small compared with the transverse
mildly contaminated water was released into large extent of the cloud of droplets just after the stream
vacuum chambers with about the same initial flow bursts), so that the initial expansion of this vapor is
conditions as in space shuttle's now-routine vent- collisional. This gas then cools as it expands further
ings. The outermost layers of the liquid quasicylin- radially. and when it becomes supersaturated-that
der become cooled by the very rapid evaporation is. falls below the gas-solid phase boundary-some of
from its surface, while the low heat transport rate it recondenscs into ice particles. Radii near 0.1 pm
of water maintains the volume near its axis at iand a relatively monodisperse size distribution, rem-
close to the injection temperature. Since this inner iniscent of that found in fog formed by adiabatic
%kater mass is then superheated. bubbles of "steam" expansion of v, ater vapor) were inferred from the
and dissolved gases expand rapidly within the polarization ratios of Mie scattering of laser light in
coherent stream: as they break through its surface, a tank experiment [10.1 1] in which the water was
surfayce tension-driven instabilities tear the stream iniected in 65its-duration pulses. The fraction of
apart. While existing theory does not explicitly the water molecules condensed into these particles
predict the velocities imparted to the resulting dis- was estimated [ II] aN between 0.2 and 2" ,. which
crete liquid droplets, the halfwidth of the spatial represents I 100-1 10 of the flash-vaporized water
distributions of these particles observed in labora- mass.
tory expe6ments [9-11), - 1,5 radian, provides a This iand previous referenced 17.9]) earlier work.
measure of their mean transverse speed relative to much of which was done in connection with the
the longitudinal flow, design of systems for dumping excess water from

The droplets produced in this "flash evaporation" orbiting spacecraft. indicates that the radiation pat-
were found[8,10.11] to have typical dimensions terns in Figs 1-3 result from reflection/refraction
comparable with the initial diameter of the liquid of sunlight from -mm and submicron particles.
stream, as might be expected. Photographs from one The contribution to the signal from the much less
experiment 181 showed them to take on dish or bowl ciliciently (Rayleigh) scattering e%aporated sublimed
shapes, which was interpreted as due to cracking water molecules would he expected to be negligible.
of their ice surfaces by the higher pressure of the and indeed the vapor phase has not been directly
unfrozen, less dense inner water; the particles imaged optically detectable in either laboratory simulations
may actually be fragments of larger droplets that or the present space experiment.
fractured as successive shells solidified as a result
of the heat loss by surface sublimation. The distri-
bution of maximum droplet dimensions was broad 3. EXPERIMENT
(halfwidth about twice the injection-nozzle diameter),
with most of the volume appearing in the largest Relatively pure and gas-free 'supply- (as opposed
individual particles. (We observed a qualitatively to human waste [31) water was forced out under
similar wide size spread in the onhoard video images. pressure into a retrograde orbit through a smooth 60
as discussed in Section 4.2.) full-angle conical nozzle with a 1.4-mm (0.056-in.)

These irregular droplets solidify completely (the diameter opening, at an essentially constant rate of
larger ones would experience further explosive boil- 19.4 gs. The venting orifice was electrically heated to
ing, or breakup by cracking) in a time that we prevent its blockage by icing (as had occurred in
estimate in Appendix B to be 10s. Cavitational previous spacecraft missions), which gave the water
rupturing takes place within < - I m from the an initial temperature that we estimate from the
venting nozzle when the initial diameter is workspace temperature [9] and the time that the
> I ;2 mm 191- thinner, cold. pure water streams can stream was in contact with the 60-70 C outlet tube
propagate stably [7]. while warm contaminated to be 30 C. The vehicle aspect data and a diagram of
streams have been observed to break apart within the water-dumping system provided by NASA
a few nozzle diameters [9]. Since the heat of showed that the initial flow direction was antiparallel
vaporization of water is large compared with the to Discorerv 's trajectory within less than 3 (indeed.
sum of its heat of fusion and the heat liberated perhaps < I ).
when the liquid and then solid cool. most of the The spacecraft was oriented with long axis pitched
vented water appears as these large particles: I l I down from the local horizontal-the normal to
simple thermodynamic arguments [6] show that the its open bay directed toward the atmosphere's limb--
fraction of 0 C ice is 0.8 when water is injected and starboard wing toward the flight direction. Its
at temperatures near 60 C. and the further sub- venting nozzle is located [31 on its port side about
himative cooling to the - 180 K daytime equi- 3 m below ion the vehicle: abive in this flight orien-
librium temperature calculated in Appendix B tation) and aft of crew cabin window WI. at station
reduces this fraction to about 0.75. 620.0, - 105.0. 342.6 [in.) in space shuttle system
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views from Discovery's cabin. Each of these cameras

could see the trail to within about 5 m from its

- venting orifice.
Geophysics Directorate staff planned the water

dump to be directly illuminated by the sun while

the lower atmosphere above the groundbased tele-

scope-camera (and below the onboard cameras)
remained in the hard earth's shadow. The space-

craft was in a generally southwest to northeast

329-km altitude circular orbit that passed almost
directly over USAF's AMOS (Air Force Maui [HI]

7 Optical Station[131) observatory several minutes
before local dawn. The zenith, solar-scattering,
and aspect angles of the trail and its range from

AMOS are shown in Fig. 4.
Discoreryv came into sunlight at 28 zenith. 248'

azimuth at 15:21:59UT (04:58 local time at

AMOS). when the solar depression at its nadir was

19 . The shadow height below the spacecraft

trajectory decreased to about 100 km when the zenith

angle increased to 67 (now in the northeast) some
2 min later. When direct illumination from the solar
disk is limited to these high atmospheric altitudes.
nightglow chemiluminescence and celestial sources
are the principal optical background at the wave-
lengths to which the AMOS video camera responds,
as we will show, this sky radiance was below the
noise threshold of this camera. A few discrete

b4.

F.-z I Views of the backlit water trail from the aft onboard 0
camera at increasing pointing azimuths. The determination
of particle velocity in Section 4.2.2 was made from succes-
so,.e trames at the /oom setting and radiance response of ib).
(bN The rainbow-angle region near the bright center of the
frame. Ic) Includes the %anishing point of the trail, at upper
left Some of the indi' idual large droplets scatter sutliciently
strongl. to produce undershoots in the video electronics:
other dark areas in the images are most likely regions of low

particle densitv.

coordinates. N\ mision s,pccialiht held and pointed

one of the lo g teht lcscl video cameras of shuttle's

closed circuit TVA sxstem [121 through this %undow Fig. 2. View of the ice particle trail from Discorerrs crew

cabin tat and in a space-simulation chamber [91 Nb. The
to%%ard the particle trail (refer to Table I and centing nozzle is about 5 m from the nearest segment of the

Fig. 2(a)). -A sccond such operations-documenting beam that shows through the spacecraft window The
,orm camera mounted in the cc'gz Kr 17 m aft of decrease in mean exposure with distance outward is due

the nozzle. remotelN operated hv a ftlight crew mem- pnncipally to the ( I distance)- decrease in irradiance from
o p e individual large particles. In (hN the scale at the particle

her %iewing its displav monitor., provided a projection stream is about I R0: nozzle orifice diameter 3 mm. stream
of the sunlit water cloud (Fig. I about perpendicular velocity 9m s. temperature 20 C (illumination geometry

to the more restricted and less readily interpretable unstated).
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Fig. 3. Views of the sunlight-scat ering trail from the AMOS telescope, with 0.8 of its 0.40'-horizontal
image field reproduced. (a) At 15:22: 19. zenith angle q! 5.4. range 331 km. (b) 15:22:23 (culmination).
1.5 . 330km. visual magnitude of DiXworery -0.2. fc) 15:23:40 (Figs 5. 6. 7). 61 . 637km. -3.6.
(d) 15:24:20. 72 . 891 km. (c) 15: 25:40. 83 . 1432 kin. 4-5.6. If) 15:26,00. 85 . 1570 km. The video gain
setting in general differs among images. The solar-scattering and aspect angles of these frames can he found

in Fig. 4.

ground lights appear in the aft onboard camera's (Section 5.2 and Appendix A). and estimated the
views into the nadir hemisphere. as would be expected fraction of the vented water in these smaller droplets
from Discovery' Cs trajectory over the Hawaiian and the mean radii of the very much larger ice
Islands. While stars are not identifiable in the droplets by considering also the irradiances that these
onboard images, stars with visual magnitude up latter particles produce in the onboard images (See-
to about II can be seen moving across the narrow tions 5 and 6).
field of the 55 cm-aperture. further intensified (and

thus very high irradiance sensitivity) AMOS camera."" 3. 1. Stationaritv of the water centintWe have derived the radii and sublimation rates of
the recondensation ice particles from the radiance The discharge of supply water from the spacecraft
distributions in these groundbased photographs may be considered a time-stationary event over the

Table I. Video camera parameters

Field Axis Photo- Briehtness Solar Backeround T% ptcal
Location of view pointing cathode' response angle scene images
Payload hay, Zoom. 47, Manual. SIT. Auto- _90-250 Ocean Figs I. 8
forward of horizontal by crew RCA ranging surface
Vertical in Fig. I in eliaz/ 4R04H (clouds)
Stabilizer" zoom type

Crew cabin Zoom, Ilandheld SIT. Auto- 130 211) .\irnipiphere t-i 1
window Wth about 45 by RCA ranging limb in

in Fig. 2(a) Mission 4904H anti-solar
Specialist type dircction

At AMOS.,' 0t4) , .30 Automatic. ISIT. Ground- q, in Night sky. Figs 3. 5. 6.7
21 N-20(4 F. irackin on RCA based Fig, 4 it /cflith
1t11f0) m l)tiwrrIeri .4849H operator ancle r,
altitude tl.pe control in Fig!. 4

'Orhiter Station 1290., -x, 446,"Sation 5910, -hO. 4601,

'Air Force Maui Optical Station. Mt Haleakala. HI. 55 cm-diameter finder telescope. / 3.5. tracking jitter < ý: 2 pixels.
IS-20R. nominal FWHM photon response (uncorrected for telescope absorption) 0.37 -. 68 jim, (1)SIT = (Intensified)

Silicon Intenstifer Taret.
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data period, in view of its venting and external phenomenon, in which the viewing conditions-or
geophysical conditions. "scene lighting"--change as follows over the - 5-min

data period.

(I) The flow rate and angle to the vehicle velocity (3) The scattering of solar photons towards the
vector remain constant. camera from individual ice particles varies with the

(2) The geophysical parameters that determine the angle q, between the sun and line of sight (in Fig. 4).
heat balance of the ice particles remain essentially This dependence differs substantially between the two
fixed over the relatively narrow range of latitudes particle sizes (refer to Fig. 9), and thus plays a part
and longitudes of the (constant-altitude) trajectory. in interpretation of the groundbased images.
(a) The change in solar irradiance due to in- and A4) The sight paths through the quasi-conical. opti-
out-scattering of direct sunlight by the atmosphere cally-thin cloud, and therefore its apparent surface
is small (the full disk of the sun at tangent alti- radiances, vary as (sin[aspect angle ?1, of its symmetry
tudes above at least 40km illuminated the trail). axis])- ' when 0. > - 10 ý.
(Nb Changes in the thermal earthshine that might (5) The plate scaie at the spacecraft is proportional
result from solar heating near dawn are less than to (range from AMOS)-'.
the uncertainty in the flux of this infrared radi- (6) The extinction by the atmospiiere above
ation at the particles. (As the heating effect of AMOS increases with zenith angle ?I. (As noted, the
collisions is negligible at all expected air densities, signal from the sky background. which also depends
changes in the ambient density need not be on q1, is substantially less than the dark current.)
considered.) LOWTRAN[141 calculations showed that the

Thus the montage in Fig. 3 represents a series of average transmission over the camera's wavelength
projections to the ground station of the same physical sensitivity band of the near-Rayleigh nighttime

14 0  2000

a) E
120 72 "-

RANGE -1500

i004

2 7:0-- -- . 73

<41 ~Soo

TRAIL',"
" SUNLIT ',FIG. 3b FIG. 3c,5,6 FIG. 3e

o 1 -4 ,' I f I ,

15.34 w5e3 18.38 15.4 15.42 15.44

Time [decimal hours, GMT]

b) SPACECRAFr

~~ VELO(r
VELOC7~Y

l\ 112TO SUN

13

Fig. 4. (a) Solar scatter angle ?I,. aspect angle to trail axis 172, Zenith angle of Discovery and trail P73. and
slant range to Discovery from AMOS (solid line) during the water venting. (b) Schematic or the viewing

geometry from the ground station identifying the three angles.
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atmospheres typically encountered at the mountain- its initial response proportionality factor or "con-
top station is 0.85 in the zenith, decreasing to 0.7 trast". and concurrently its dynamic range; in prac-
at n, = 61- [Fig. 3(c)] and 0.25 at 83 [Fig. 3(e)]. tice. the noise-equivalent irradiance usually depends

aphotometric- on video gain.) We therefore adopt a linear relation-
In view of this physical stationarity pship between the photocurrents-above-baseline and

photogrammetric analysis of a single AMOS videopooram metouldprovide ansisfiofeatingmaMioS vdout the visible radiances of the water-particle trail, with
frame would provide sufficient information about the recognition that the error in these radiances
the mean radii and concentrations of the sunlight- increases as current saturation (256 digitization units)

scattering particles responsible for the optical signal is approached.

at the groundbased camera. The dependence of the is Opp oard D

brightness of the trail on solar scattering angle th as onboard the spacecraft. although also radiometr-

Discovery moves across the sky--"nephelometry". so callh uncalibrated. provide useful data on the
to speak-further ser,es to identify the type of ice npartcle omiatin th sigal.number. longitudinal velocity (Section 4). and--
particle dominating the signal. qualitatively-irradiances of the individual -milli-

3.2. Operation ol the rideo cameras meter ice particles relative to those from the cloud
of unresolved submicron particles. These somewhat37.2.1..-At .. MOS. The electronic gain of the

roundbased camera [131 (refer to Table- I%%aless sensitive space shuttle cameras [121 have object
wacg seesue m position-sensing automatic control of their electronic

gain and lens iris setting that provides very wide
sequence in Fig. 3. with the operator applying the

inter-scene dynamic range while protecting againstcondition that its video amplifiers not be severely
wxerdriven by sunlight scattered from Disco'ri -S overcompensation when very bright objects (such

as Orbiter's sunlit bay) lie near the edge of their
body-the bloomed area at the right of the water-paricl tril-hil th sptialy-ontnuos iage field of view. Like the AMOS camera. they operate
particle trail--while the spatially-continuous image at standard broadcast video (EIA RS-170) frame

remained above noise on his display monitor. Track- ates.

ing jitter was so small as to be visually undetectable. teso
The south%% cstward-flowing (relative to Discov'ery)

and thus introduces negligible photogrammetric error particle stream lies in the hemisphere away from the
when successive frames (in which the aspect angle ofthe rai ischagin sl%%1v ar codde toimpove rising sun. and the scattering intensities toward these
the trail is changing slowly) are coadded to improve onboard cameras vary along the trail in each video
the photometric signal nose ratios. We aneraged 15 frame: refer to Fig. 9. (In the much smaller-format
neighboring frames at the solar-scatter and aspect groundbased images. they in effect vary onl ln
angle at %%hich %idco data were analyzed in detail . - nly along

the spacecraft trajectory.l The handheld crew-cabin
by first transcribing the standard broadcast analog camera views an about 20- to 200-m long segment of
video record to VHS format, and then digitizing to a the flow path (depending on where it is pointed).
512 x 512 pixel. 8-hit gra., scale stored as a binary while the azimuth and focal length settings of the
disk file. paytoau-ba\ camera allowed it to view the vanishing

The brightness of the moonless night sky at 60 point of the trail [Fig. l~c)].
zenith angle over the S-20R spectral range is about
6000 ra. leighs. or 10- "w cm- sr. Manufacturers 4. 0 ERVIE% OF THE 1\ G DAIA

'pectficatlons indicate that the resulting illumination
of the cathode of the ISIT ýideo receiver tube at the 4.!. AM OS
f 3.5 aperature ratio of the telescope-camera would The very high irradiances at AMOS due to scatter-
produce photocurrents smaller than the dark current. ing of sunlight from Orbiter's high-albedo body result
This baseline pixel current a~erages 61 of 256 diitiz- the blooming ofand undershoot in the spacecraft's
ation units in the Nideo frames that we selected for mageevidenting 3. a rradiancoofrom the vhceanalsisimage evident in Fig. 3. Irradiance from the vehicle
analysis, is expressed by NASA as an equivalent stellar visual

Quantification of the scene brightnesses fioni the
video signals requires a known relation between the bynthe inter atmosphere.tica suc magni-

expeimet oberýabl outut urrnt ad iputby the intervening atmosphere. Typical such magni-experiment observable output current and input tudes in tbe caption of Fig. 3. from the listing

irradiance at the camera's image plane. to which this

scene radiance--the phsical quantit% of' interest---- provided by Johnson Space Center. illustrate the very
high sensiti\ i of the telescope-camera to spatiallyis proportonal. The performance specifications forpopi. peformnceunresolved ("point") light sources.

ISITs further state that near the dark-current baseline

the incremental currents are directl% proportional to The aforementioned changes along the trajectory
the incremental iurradiantes ar wouldtbe eropeate: in the relative photocurrent-to-irradiance response of
the incremental p rradsmnces las would be expected: the camera system are evident in the videotape. Hence
ISbTs count photons much ltke electron multiplier- the apparent brightnesses in the reproductions in
based phototubes), and that the slope of this response Fig. 3 (the originals of which were made by photo-
characteristic decreases as saturation output current graphing single captured frames displayed on a video
is approached (The effect of changing the electronic graphin singe at ure dis ed onvdeo
amplification of the AMOS camera is to change monitor screen at a fixed exposure time) would not

accurately represent the actual time history of surface
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brightnesses of the trail. The variability in apparent of the photocathode extends out to about 600 m.
length of the sunlight-scattering volume above that Extinction by a clear maritime (LOWTRAN [14])
due :o the changing plate scale, aspect angle. and atmosphere at the 61 zenith angle results in a small
solar-scatter angle is also an effect of camera shift toward the red of the FWHM points of the
threshold. As Fig. 3 shows, the area of water trail product (atmosphere transmission). (solar spectral
above the noise level of the AMOS camera rcmains irradiance)-(camera response), a parameter that we
within its field of view over the period in which the apply later in analyzing this image: see Fig. 10. We
trail is in sunlight, stress again that the distributions in space (relative to

The images at 15:23:40-.'41 [one of which is the moving spacecraft) and size of the two types of ice
Fig. 3(c)] show particularly good contrast due to particle remain the same during the water-%enting
their combination of small- -i.e. "'forward"- scatter period: this particular two-dimensional projection
angle ?1 (48 ): relatively small aspect angle _, (331 . of the three-dimensional volume scattering rates
,o that the sight path length is about twice that is judged to ha-e the best signal noise ratios for
in perpendicular projections): and long range to quantifying the pattern.
DiscoverY (NASA stellar magnitude ±31). (The
resulting low irradiance from the spacecraft's body
allowed the operator to enhance the extended - 2. Onhoord
source by increasing the electronic pin of the The principal qualitative impression from play-
camera.) Although th. about-normal projections backs of the videotapes from the onboard camera is
when Discoter" passes almost directly over AMOS of a spatially-dense stream of discrete particles with
are more geometrically fasored than this view at 61 a relativel broad size distribution-as e,,idenced by
zenith angle, the contrast and area-above-threshold the substantial differences among the irradiances
of the particle trail are substantially lower. We from particles at fixed ranges-, each of which is
selected the projection illustrated in Fig. 3(c) for moving away from the spacecraft at sensibly the same
digital processing and analysis. constant speed. While physical structure on these

Figure 5 is a contour plot of the photocurrents expectedly mm-diameter droplets is of course far
from individual pixels averaged over 15 successive below the lateral spatial resolution limit of these
I 30-s video frames, Fig. 0(a) is a longitudinal (long- cameras at the distances to the trail, some particles
axis) one-dimensional trace from this scene corrected appear to flicker (with roughly Is periods). This
for the foreshortening and sight path of its aspect modulation of their irradiances at the cameras
angle. and Fig. 7 shows traces transverse to this axis shows that these are tumbling irregular ice water
at three distances from Discoverv. Some effect of such as was seen in a laboratory simuiation [8],
blooming from the spacecraft image and saturation rather than spherical liquid (or even solid) drops.

224-

- ~80 ;-

Fig. 5 Equi-photocurrent plot of the groundbased images centered on Fig. 3(c). with the contours
separated h, 16 of 256 digitization units. tn the initial '-600 m of trail contamination by blooming from
Discoirer.v ' body iNASA equivalent stellar magnitude 3.6), and photocurrent saturation effects, are
present. The glow ahead of the spacecraft is an instrumental effect (of an overshoot that follows the

undershoot). This plot is the basis of Figs 6 and 7.
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Fig. 6. (a) Relative radiance along the line of maximum brightness extending out from Discovery in Fig.
5, with the average baseline subtracted and a linear relationship between the video photocurrent and scene
radiance assumed. (b) Radiances summed along lines transverse to this long axis (sterance per unit path).

Further evidence that the phenomenology of the the mass flow rate and expected mean particle size
vented water stream is at least qualitatively similar (a point to which we return later). The angular
to that in the space-tank experiments comes from divergence of the radiation pattern seen from Discov-
the comparison in Fig. 2 of a typical crew-cabin cr :'s two camera positions indicates that its apex is
image with a laboratory photograph [91 of an injec- within a very few m from the nozzle, perhaps even
tion of pure water with temperature 20 C, velocity within a few 10's cm. The half-angular spread. l0- .
9 mis. and nozzle diameter 3 mm (the illumination is sensibly the sanic in the two about-perpendicular
conditions were not specified). onboard projections. and furthermore is experimen-

The spatial density of these particles, counted from tally indistinguishable from the divergence of the trail
the bay camera images (in which absolute distance in the groundbased images. The transversely-directed
scales can be determined), is 100 + 50 per meter of kinetic energy imparted to the droplets as the stream
longitudinal path. This density is consistent with bursts is of the order of 10-"J g. which is very

150-

X = 480 m
100

o X = 50 M

S50-
X 1740 m

0.

-1500 -1000 -500 0 500 1000 1500 2000
DISTANCE FROM APPARENT CENTERLINE OF WATER TRAIL [m)

Fig. 7 Relative radiances along lines transverse to the long axis of the trail in Fig. 5 at the downstream
distances X indicated. The decrease in area under these radiance plots (Fig. 6b) indicates qualitatively that

the radii of the ice particles are decreasing with increasing X.
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small compared with the ensuing changes in their extend beyond the distinguishable particles in the
heat content (see Appendix B). direction perpendicular to the long axis of the trail,

The instrumentally bloomed images of these many which indicates that if this apparently-continuous
discrete large ice particles produce a spatially con- signal is due in substantial part to the small particles
tinuous overlay of apparent brightness, which can not their transverse velocities would be about the same
be distinguished from the radiance that would result as those of the large particles. We return to this
from scattering of sunlight from an accompanying important issue in Section 6.
cloud of unresolved small (recondensation) particles. 4.2.1. Payload bay. When part of Discovery's
(Indeed. some of the image-plane irradiances are so sunlit cargo bay is in the field of view of the aft
high that they produce the undershoots along the camera [as in Fig. l(a)] its video gain decreases,
scan direction characteristic of intensified video cam- reducing the photocurrents from the trail. The low
eras.) As Figs I and 2 show, this "haze' does not surface brightnesses within the first few m from the

ZýP.--• -.. •
* U

b)

S 200 hi !l
4.04

100

ZA

Ic 50 o)o 200 250 300 350 400

Distance along profile (pixels)
Fig. 8. (a) Equi-photocurrent plot of the water trail from the aft (payload bay) video camera [Fig. l(b)]:
the horizontal angular field is about 48 . (bN Profile across this image along the diagonal line shown.
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nozzle are most probably due to shadowing of the initially-liquid stream were principally transverse-
particle cloud by the spacecraft body, as the sun directed.
is on its opposite side. We interpret the bright The mean speed along the trail axis measured by
region to the right of center in Fig. 1(b) as a rain- this procedure was 23 m/s. Taking into account the
bow. that is, as the about order-of-magnitude systematic errors in timing the transits and in the full
increase near 137° scattering angle in the differential and partial fields of view of the bay camera at the
scattering cross-sections of spherical ice (or water) particle trajectories, we estimate the uncertainty
droplets whose diameter is large compared with the of this measurement to be +25%. -35% (or +6,
light wavelength. refer to Fig. 9. Figure 8 is an -8 m's).
equi-photocurrent contour plot of Fig. l(b) with This velocity in free space can be compared with
the high spatial frequencies from the individual the velocity derived assuming fully developed
particles filtered out, and a transverse trace at about Poiseuille flow in the conical nozzle, which is[7]
28m downstream from the spacecraft. The asym- 1.32.(volume vented per unit time) (exit cross
metry in brightness, with the steeper edge toward sectional area) = 16 m, s. The condition for achieving
the earth, is seen also in the groundbased images this free-stream velocity is that the Reynolds num-
(Fig. 3); this effect may be due to imperfections in ber in the nozzle (essentially, [flow %elocityJ][diam-
the water-venting orifice. eter] [viscosity]) be greater than about 10017]. The

In Fig. !(b) the generally-smaller aspect angles of parameters for Discorer.'s venting place the
the trail increase the slight pathlengths and thus the Reynolds number much higher: the numerator in
mean radiances. In Fig. I(c) the bay camera is this expression is about 100 g cm s. while the vis-
pointing at a still larger azimuth angle from Orbiter. cosity of 30CC water is 0.008 g cm s. The ejected
so that the still shallower mean aspects further liquid stream contracts to (0.87).(1.4 mm) = 1.2 mm
increase the projected brightnesses. The vanishing as its radial velocity profile relaxes to uniform
point of the wake trail is within the field of view in from parabolic (i.e. Poiseuille) just beyond the
these latter camera frames. venting orifice, with the average speed increasing by

4.2.2. Velocity of the large ice partictes. We 32%. As the later cavitational breakup would not
measured the longitudinal speeds of identifiable impart a net longitudinal velocity to the product
sunlight-scattering particles from their positions in droplets. we conclude that the particle velocity
successive video frames from this aft video zoom measured above is consistent within its relatively
camera [as in Fig. I(b)]. (The handhcld crew-cabin large error with steady Poiscuille flow in the nozzle
camera lacks a useful geometric reference.) This followed by relaxation to a radially-uniform flow
camera views to within 14 from perpendicular to velocity distribution in the liquid stream before it
the symmetry axis of the trail, where the particles breaks up.
emerge from behind Discovery 's open bay door.
We determined the horizontal field of view of the
camera at the time of the velocity measurements 5. PHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE .NIOS VIDEO

from the angle subtended by a radiator panel IMAGES

mounted along this door, which we identified on We show next that the radiances measured in
scale drawings of Shuttle Orbiter. This object the projection to the ground station (Fig. 3) are
measures 1.5 m transverse to its direction to the due principally to the submicron-diameter reconden-
bay camera, from which it is on average 9.6 m sation ice droplets. and that the rate of decrease of
distant, and its image extends across 0.19 of the sunlight scattering cross-section of these particles is
video frame. These dimensions would result from consistent with standard radiation theory when a
a full horizontal angular field of 471 . with an uncer- sthe change

physical plausible correction is applied for tecag
tainty that we estimate as + 7 . in their absorption'emission-and therefore sub-

We advanced the videotape suc,:essively one full limation rates-as their surfaces roughen. We then
I 30-s frame, recording the number of frames during estimate the sizes and abundances of both the
which identifiable particles moved from 27 from millimeter and submicron particles from the relative
the nozzle to 39-. which r, presents a pathlength of image irradiances that each flow component produces
"7.7 m. (Efforts to time the movement across the at the distant and close-lying cameras. The detailed
full horizontal camera field produced less reliable calculations of the radius and temperature of the two
results due to the error in assigning a longitudinal types of particle are in Appendices A and B.
distance traveled.) In 7 trials on high-irradiance
droplets moving within 5 of the long axis of the trail
the number of video frames per such transit was 10, 5 1. 'elocitv of the condensate ice particles

with a standard deviation of less than I (fractional A calculation of the spatial distribution of these
frames could be estimated). This small spread indi- small particles would involve the trajectories of the
cates that these iarge particles have a narrow longi- explosion-product droplets, since as these droplets
tudinal velocity distribution, as would result if the are formed while the mean temperature of the liquid
speeds imparted to them in the fragmentation of the stream is still high (so that the vaporization rate
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remains high) they would be the source of most of the view of these findings "e conclude that the small
gaseous water. (Our estimate in Appendix B of the ice particles move with these much larger water/
fraction from the bundled stream is 5%.) The mean ice droplets, a result applied in calculating the
directed velocity of the expanding water gas evapor- sublimation rates per unit downstream distance
ated/sublimed from each drop is the same as that of (in Appendix A).
the drop itself. Since the submicron particles by
definition form where the water vapor is collisional
rather than supersonic-that is. where the gas vel- 5.2. Radiance pattrn

ocities are randomized in a reference frame of the For the reasons presented in Section 4.1. we focus
dropls)-the distribution of transverse velocities of the radiometric analvsis on the 0.5 s-averaged video
these condensate ice particles "ould be the same as frames centered on 1-ig. 3(c) and shown in radiance
that of the large water ice particles, contour form i Fin . 5. from which foilov the plots

As we found in Section 4. the photographs from of baseline-subtracted axial brightness ano transvere-
onboard Disco'erv do not show any evi-dencc of' •unmed brightness per unit trail length ot Fig. 6(a)
an unresolved sunlight-scattering volume having a and ib). This latter guantity-sterance per unit flow
different angular speed from that of the cloud of path. sometimes relerred to as station radiance-.
readily-distinguishable. polhdisperse large ice drops. is the area underneath the cur,es of brightness
(The "haz,:" underlying the individual high irradience perpendicular to the trail axis in l 7e. .. As it
patches may in any case be due to video blooming.) eliminates the effect on surface radiance of the
The observation that the angular extents of this divergence of the flow, this quantitt is a quanti-
large-particle trail close to the spacecraft and the tative measure of the cross-sections of the particles
longer wake trail of recondensation particles in the for scattering visible sunlight in the direction of
AMOS images are the same within the error of the AMOS camera.
interpretation of the exposure patterns. provides The critical qualitative feature of Figs o(b) and 7
further evidence that the mean velocities of the two is the large decrease in this spatially-integrated sur-
particulate components are sensibly the same. lface radiance rith distance from Discoreri ,s venting

Further. we identify no physical process that nozzle (after the region where video blooming and
imparts a directed longitudinal velocity to the small nonlinear response are significant). This immediately
particles relative to the large particles. (Drag from ;hos that the particles principall\ responsible for
collisions with the atmospheric gas has negligible the signal at AMOS lose a substantial fraction of
separating effect at Discoverr's orbital altitude.) In their oitical cross-section--,hich is to saN. %olume-

Ia I ' I ' ' i ' I I
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Fig. 9 Phase functions of "'Rayleigh" I< -0.04jum. relative). 0.18 mm. 1.8 unm. and 1844m radius
spherical 266 K ice particles under 0 50 m illumination (average of both polarizat;onsi. The factor -2
amplitude Mie oscillations for the larger-radii particles are suppressed, as this small-scale variability is
damped by the - 0 25 pm range of wavelengths of illuminatio and detection in the AMOS images
(Fig. 10). The results for r = 18 uri are valid to within a factor I 1t.2 for radius r > - 10pm. and thus

apply to spherical stream-fragmentation droplets.
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within the trail's instrumentally-detectable -21-km obvious physical explanation [!] of this sharply in-
length. The mm-diameter water/ice droplets wouid creased rate of brightness decrease is that the particles
lose only about 15%'o of their mean cross-sectional are undergoing a transition from the geometric sun-
area in the < 2-min transit time beyond the bloomed light scattering regime, where their differential cross
pixels (see Appendix B), and !herefore could not sections vary about as r-. into the Rayligh regime,
account for the almost two orders of magnitude where these cross sections change much more rapidly
decreases in sterance per unit path actually observed, with radius-specifically, with r'.
In constrast. such a large change would result from In Appendix A we calculate the dependence on
the sublimation from the much smaller recondensa- time-after-formation or downstream distance Y of(1)
tion ice particles (Appendix A). r and the temperature T of these ice particles and (2)

5.2.1. Dependence on solar-scatter angle. This con- the transverse-summed relative radiances of a wake
clusion is supported by the dependence of the visible trail composed of a monodisperse ensemble with
radiances of the wake trail at fixed downstream (submicron. transitioning) r. For (I) we applied the
distances on the sunlight-scattering angle t-. This rate eqn (A I) [15.16] that relates the heat the particles
angle decreases from 90 16s after Fig. 3(b) (before lose by bulk cooling, thermal gray-body emission,
which excessive blooming of the images of the space- and tparticularly) sublimation to the heat they gain
craft body at its relatively short ranges from AMOS from absorption of solar radiation and (primarily)
precludes even a qualitative estimation of the cloud infrared earthshine. A second relationship between
brightnesses), to about 30W in Fig. 3(e) 3 min later. the two unknowns is provided by the dependence on
Despite the effect on the optical signal of the elec- temperature of the sublimation rate from spheres
tronic gain changes made over this trajectory seg- whose radius is less than the mean free path of the
ment. the increases in radiance at fixed distances evolved gas immediately off their surface [7]-so that
along the trail (corrected for the sight-path length) little redeposition occurs, a condition that applies
can be estimated as at most only one order of beyond a few m from the venting nozzle-
magnitude. Such a variation is consistent with "near- Idr'dt I - (equilibrium vapor pressure at T)/T' 2.

Rayleigh" or Rayleigh scattering (where 21r [particle In an initial such calculation we made the implicit
radius r] [mean photon wavelength /] < - 3), that is. assumption that these particles remain smooth-sur-
by spheres whose radius is less than about t,4pm; faced spheres with emissivities/ absorptivities deriv-
refer to Fig. 9. (in the Rayleigh regime the change able from the complex index o" refraction of ice [171
%%ould be [I +cos 30 ]. or less than a factor of by standard Mie theor% [18]. We determined their
two.) -Geometric" scattering (2ir r• /> I), by the mm- effective cross-sections for scattering of visible sun-
diameter particles, would in contrast result in bright- light by first computing the "wavelength response- of
ness increases of about two orders of magnitude over the experiment's system of illumination and photon
this range of solar-scatter angles. detection. the product [solar spectral irradiance]-

5.2.2. Particle radii and temperatures. A substan- [transmission of the atmosphere above AMOS]-
tial change i the mean logarithmic slope of the [relative sensitivity of the photocathode of the tele-
radiances appears to be taking place about halfway scope-camera], which is plotted in Fig. 10. A model
along the particle trajectory in Fig. 6. The most clear maritime atmosphere in LOWTRAN [14] was
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Fig. 10. Product of (AMOS camera response) - (atmospheric transmission) (solar spectral irradiance), in
relativ units (see text).
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used in deriving the transmissions along the i1 = 61 curvature of the log-radiances in Fig. 6. the opposite
sight path (which in practice has about the same of that observed).
spectral shape as that of a pure Rayleigh atmos- The difference between the measured and first-
phere), and the manufacturer's data on the relative order theoretical rates of changes of radius is in the
quantum yield of S-20R ISITs of the type used in direction that would result from roughening of the
the groundbased sensor were adopted (which may surface of sublimating ice, a phenomenon seen in
introduce some error at the shorter wavelengths in laboratory tank experiments with somewhat larger
Fig. 10 due to neglect of absorption by its glass droplets [15]. In consequence we repeated the calcu-
optical elements). We next computed the differen- lations with the effective emissivities (thermal and
tial scattering or phase function [18]--cross-section relating to absorption of earthshine and near-infrared
per unit projected area nrr: for scattering photons sunlight) progressively changing with radius of the
into unit solid angle at ni--of ice spheres with radius -aging" %acuum-exposed particles as described in
hetween 0.05 and 0.5prm at wavelengths between Appendix A. A satisfactory fit to the AMOS radi-
0.4 and 0.7 4m. averaging between t1, = 46 and 50 ance data (Fig. A2) was achieved with emissivity
to minimize any artifacts from small-sca' Mie oscil- increases varying with the square root of the differ-
lationsý and weighted them by the response factor in ences between the initial radius r,, (whose best-fit
Fig. 10 to derive the effective phase functions near 48 value is 0.301pm) and r. a behavior .hat would be
shown in Fig. 11. As would be expected. this averaged expected from "random walk-like" irregular erosion
scattering function is relatively flat at radii above of the dr,-let surfaces. The resulting radii and tem-
about I 4 pim (although it does evidence some of the pera, res, of the particles are compared to Fig. Al
overshoot characteristic of monochromatic illumina- with those that we initially calculated without this
tion of monodisperse particles), and then fairs into surface roughening. Note that the radii transition
the strictly Rayleigh region very near 0.15 ym (where into the Rayleigh regime near 50 s z I km flight path
2.zr.,. is close to 2). X as expected[I] from Figs 6(b) and A2. Radii of

Since the constants of integration of the rate the order derived result in "efficient" scattering of
equations and the total number of vapor-recon- visible light from a fixed total mass of ice (or
densation particles are not known, a normalization liquid water).
of the results of the calculations in Appendix A to
the measured crosswise-summed trail radiances is -_. Absolute hrcq/itneswes
needed. The manual "best-fit" to the data from
Fig. 6(b). plotted in Fig. A2. indicates that beyond These radii and the column densities of the small
X A- I km the sunlight-scattering cross-sections are particles estimated as described in Section 6.3 lead

decreasing at a much higher rate than this stan- to an estimate of the absolute radiances of the

dard energy-balance and Rayleigh-Mie scattering ioptically-thin) trail in the projection of Fig. 3(c). The

theory predicts. Increasing (or decreasing) the down- rate at which these particles (denoted here by the
stream velocity of the small particles does not subscript m) are produced is
improve the fit. nor does adoption of a spread of
titial paruclc radii (which would result in upward (dN.'dt). = (d.,' dt )lt 1(41r 3)rp (I)
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Fig. II. Differential scattering (phase function) of ice particles averaged over n, = 48-- 2± weighted by
the system "response" factor in Fig. 10, in relative units.
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where dM'/'dt( = 19.4 g/s) is the flow rate of the the range of the cloud from AMOS. The sur-
vented liquid stream, fm is the fraction of this total face brightness B,(X) on the long axis of the trail
mass that recondenses, p( = 0.92 g/cm') is the density is then
of ice at temperatures near 200 K. and r0 is the best-fit
initial mean radius of these droplets (0.3 pm) from Bm 1, R (2X tan 0)-(AX sin ?1) (5)
Appendix A. Their number density n'(X) at distance
X from Discoverv, with the simplification that it is where (2X tan 0).(AX sin P,) is the area of volume
constant out to half-angle 0 (: 10ý in the AMOS V(X) projected along the line of sight and P72 is the
images), is closely view aspect angle [=33' in Fig. 3c)1. Substituting

eqns (1)-(4) into eqn (5). we getn'(X) = (dN,+dtm) ,r(X tan O})'u (2)

where t( :23 m s) is the downstream velocity of the & -t ln,(dC, d)m.pM*(dM ' dt) (4 sn 3)

small particles relative to the spacecraft. x rp2t. sin 0 sin ?1,. (6)
The volume V of the elliptical slab of sunlight-

scattering droplets containing the line-of-sight At .' = I km the radius of the small ice particles
from AMOS to the axial point at V\ is to a good (assumed to remain spheres) has decreased to about

approximation 0.15 pm (Fig. Al). for which Mie scatter theory
predicts (dC, df) = 5.7 x 10 " cm sr ' at 48

V(X) r ir(X tan 0).(A sin 0) AX (3) Substitution of the numerical values gives

where AX is the longitudinal thickness of the slice of & (X = I km) B- 9 x 10 1 I/) (w cm- sr). (7)
trail. The irradiance lm at AMOS from V is

Ir lJ. (dC.Idfl)mfn'VR (4) Figure 12 is a re-plot of the axial radiances of
Fig. 6(a) on this "absolute" scale with /, 1% taken

where I,., is the solar irradiance within the spectral as 2 (from its estimation in Section 6.3). with a
sensitivity of the camera (z4 x 10-w cm". taking comparison to (I) the radiances that would result
into account the - 15% attenuation by the atmos- from scattering of sunlight by stream-fragmentation
phere above its mountaintop altitude). (dC., dfl)}- ice particles with two mean diameters within the
the differential scattering cross-section-is nr: times range expected and (2) the brightness of the moon-
the system-weighted photometric function of individ- less -61 zenith-angle night sky that we estimated
ual small particles at P, = 48 . and R( = 637 km) is in Section 3.2.1. Since the highest photocurrents

le-5

Small particles

i le - 6 .. ................... .... ..-.. ..... . . .CI.

l e -7 ......................................................... ........... .. ... ...+...... .. ..
-.--- Radius 0.07 cm

"Large particles (95% of vented water)
e.I- Radius 0.13 cm

-- Night Sky (xt0)

500 1000 1,500 2000 2500

Distance X from Discovery [m]
Fig. 12. Measured visible trail radiance on the absolute scale derived in Sections 5 and 6. The signal from
the discrete large particles does not perturb the radiance distribution. The brightness of the night sky at

61' zenith angle is well below the noise limit of the AMOS camera.
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produced by scattering from the wake trail are only the two size particles in the video photographs from
about three times larger than those of the dc scene the distant and nearby cameras impose an experimen-
background in Fig. 3(c) (195 relative to Ml digitiz- tally-rough joint constraint on f4, and r,,. as 1, or
anon units). F~g. 12 shows that this large baseline B,, -/.j in both cameras-radiances being indepen-
w.ould be almost completely due to the dark current dent of range-while the exposures produced by the
of the AMOS video camera (even were I1ll as small as large particles are proportional to r•1 in the onboard

I 10,,n. images (where individual such drops are resolved)
An expression analogous to eqn (6) applies to the and to (r%,1 r,) = r,•' in the groundbased images

'Urface brightnesses produced by the underlying iwhere they are not: the cloud produces the optical
chud of largze particles in the projection to AMOS. signal).
\k ith their parameters identified by the subscript M.
ihc ratio of radiances is /.I. Small particles

87, B,1 1, (r, r. The camera parameters adopted for calculating the
. Birradiances from scattering of direct sunlight from

idC,' dfL,,() (. dC. dQ)\, i8) both size particles are lens focal length F= 2cm

(derived from the camera's apparent field of
r, and its cross-section represent aeraves over the icw and the I 2-in. ph sical w`idth of its photo-

broad distribution of particle sizes and aspect rattos). cathode [121). clear aperture .4 (which cancels out

Equation (8) explicitly includes the dependence on ,.hen the ratio of irradiances is taken). and effective
i of the sunliaht scattering cross-section of the image blur spot .4' = 40 amn x 40 )im tIpical of the
rapidly-sublimating small particles, while the corre- area from which most of the photocurrent from point
sponding term for the large particles remains about sources arises in intensified video receiver tubes). (The
constant (as shown in Appendix B). In conse- contribution to the illumination of the trail by solar
quence the dependence of B.A on A' reduces to the photons diffusely reflected off Discorerv's body is
I .X - [sight path length X] ["beam" di.ergencc V,]) small enough to be neglected.) Our conclusions are
factor [compare eqn (6)], as is apparent in Fig. 12. not particularly sensitive to these and the following

These dependences of radiance on downstream numerical values.
distance .Y. and the analysis in Appendix A (as well The relevant scene-lighting parameters at distance
as the dependence on qi outlined in Section 5.2.1). into the wake X :tm are aspect angle Pj • 45-
present strong evidence that B,, B,, is greater than I and sunlight scattering angle ,i : 140 (we introduce
over the detectable wake trail. Since sienal-to-noise in the prime symbol here to identify the projection
the summed video image of Fig. 5 deteriorates rapidly to this onboard camera). For small-particle radius
(cleonu about 2 km from Diwcoteri. kke adopt the r=0.31ini the differcntial visible-lhght scattering
bound cross-section (dC,, dQ),, is calculated (from the pro-

cedure resulting in Fig. I I) to be 2.2 x 10 " cm- sr '.
B• B., >I (at '< 2 km). (91 The irradiance produced at the focal plane of the

*\t this downstream distance r =0.10 urm. for which camera by the cloud of submicron particles is

d'. d),, = .3 x 10 cm- sr at 48 . The corre-
sponding WdC dQi),M is 0.1 7trr -cm, sr (Fig. 9).

With the fraction /',, of the vented water mass with its surface brightness B,, in the projection to
remaining in these solidified and further-cooled large onboard given by the equivalent of eqn (6). Substi-

particles (0.75) and the other numerical values stated tution of the numerical values into eqn (I1) gives
above. eqn (8) and (9) give (rr, is in cm)

B ., B ,, = 6 70 1b r.. > I I ,,= 1.1 x 10 - A.1 " (w ic m ). (12 )

[at X < 2 km in the AMOS image analyzed]. (10) 6.2. Large particles

As these distinguishable particles lie far outside the

6. PHOTOMIETRIC .NAI.ASIS OF THE hyperfocal distance of the onboard camera's short
ONBOARD-CANIERA IMAGES focal length lens. their corresponding mean irradiance

at the focal plane is
-Xs we have seen. discrete large water ice drops are

the dominant feature in the frames from the close- I= l,,,(dC' dl),R' -A A'. (13)
lying onboard cameras (Figs I. 2 and 8): and a
spatially-continuous haze with sensibly the same (dCW df)m = 3 x 10 -r7rr at q, 140 (Fig. 9). and
transverse angular extent overlies their instrumen- R'z 10 m is the range to the sunlight-scatter-
tally-blurred image spots. some of which may be ing particles located at A' = 8 m. These parameters
due to scattering of sunlight from the submicron give
particles with the remainder resulting from overlap-
ping blooming. The relative irradiances produced by /• = 2.3 x 10'• Ar. (w cm-). (14)
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Thus the ratio of image-plane irradiances from these droplets have undergone little evaporation;
scattering of sunlight by the relatively-few discrete sublimation; see Appendix B), and measured velocity
large particles (still approximating them as spherical) r. 100 particles m ' gives r, = 0.13 cm.
and by the optically-continuous cloud of many Applying this -mean- radius with the joint con-
smaller particles is straints illustrated in Fig. 13. we find f,. = (2.2 ±

0.7)%0,1 which is within the range estimated in the
1/ l.= 0.4511 r4 < - I (at I X 8 m). (15) laboratory work [101. The s'ated error takes account

only of the uncertainty in counting the number of
The quantitative statement of the observation that large particles per unit length of wake trail: the total
the large particles stand out clearly above the "haze- uncertainty in rM (an average, and in fact not well
in these onboard images is that their individual defined) and /. would be higher. Figure 13 nonethe-
irradiances are at least equal to that from this smooth less indicates that the image-irradiances from the
feature, as stated in eqn 15). groundbased and onboard %ideo cameras force the

S-r domain to i small region: 1,, and r, take
6.3. Particle parameters on a narrow range of values for B,, B z1 I and

From the constraint expressed by the inequalities I: l
of eqns 110) and (15) and the number density of the
distinguishable particles estimated from onboard im-
ages [such as Figs I(a) and 2(a)], /,, and r, can be .AVELENGTHS
estimated. Figure 13 shows what we may term the
1-r domain of the two-component cloud of ice Arguments similar to those above show that the
droplets. which bounds these two quantities from the infrared thermal emission from the few large particles
observed ratios of radiance in projections toward exeeds that from the many submicron particles.
AMOS from X > -500 m and of irradiance at which radiate and scatter inefficiently at wavelengths
Di.'corerr's cabin camera from - 5 m < A < - 40 m. long compared with their circumference (their emis-

The number of discrete scattering particles per sivnties are of the order of 10'2. even taking into
unit length of trail is as noted previously 100 - account surface roughening). That is. in projections
50m ' (this approximate figure includes an to distant sensors the ratio of brightnesses of the
allowance for particles obscured bh, oxerlap near two components of the %%ater xenttng cloud at IR
the trail axis). With the known water %enting wavelengths differs strongl% from that from scatter-
rate dM' dt. mass fraction in stream-fragmenta- ing of visible sunlight. Since the temperature of
tion particles _M (near X= 8 m it is about 0.95. as the large droplets becomes lower than that of the

.05 -AMOS
/ -- CABIN

r- number/rn 150 100 / 50
Z .04

z
on .03

.02

*-] .01,-J

Vit ..-

0
0 .05 .1 .15 .2

LARGE PARTICLE RADIUS rM [cm]
Fig. 13 Small particle abundance-large particle size f f-r) diagram of the water trail. The solid curve.
which bounds 1.,> 1 5 x 10- rM' [eqn (10)1. results from the obseration that the signal at the
groundbased camera is dominated by scattenng of sunlight from the submicron ice particles (Fig. 12).
The dot-dashed curve. which bounds f. < 2,2 r- [eqn ( 15)]. results from the observation that the - mm
particles are prominent in the projection to the onboard camera. The mean large-particle radius
r-= 0.13 ± 0.02 cm is obtained directly from the observed number of discrete scatterers per unit trail
length. 100 - 50 m -'. The shaded areas bounded by these three constraints is the set of particle parameters

which agree with the data.
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Table 2. Summary of numerical results from analysis of the images of the water-particle trail

Quantity Magnitude Comment

Large-particle r,.4 = 0.13 cm "Average" figure; about twice the
radius ±- 20% (mean) radius of the nozzle orifice

Large-particle fM = 95% initially, Adopted. from thermodynamic
abundance 75% in AMOS views arguments (6]
Small-particle r = 0.3/am Derived from best-fit to data; then
radius __0.05 Mm initially decreases with distance X (Fig. A2)

Small-particle f_ = 0.022 + 0.007 Figure M3; derived from constraint
abundance of the initially- from image-plane irradiances in

vented water cameras at long and short ranges

Longitudinal particle i = 23 m's Experimentally indistinguishable from

velocity -6. -8 m s the velocitty o the liquid stream

Transverse particle 3-4 mis nominal Little kinetic energy is imparted by
velocity average the fragmentation of the stream

Small-particle cloud B, = 2 x 10 Figure 12: from I, and r,
brightness 0.4-0.6, m w cm" sr
(q = 48 . ?I: = 33) at X = I km

Large-part:cle cloud 
8 

< B, Figure 12
brightness (same view) at A < 2 km

opaque atmosphere and earth surface (Fig. BIl). and greater than the directed retrograde velocity of

(as Appendix B states) these particles are strong the cloud of particles, a substantial fraction of it
absorbers and thus poor reflectors of earthshine. recontacts vehicle outer surfaces. (At low orbital
the trail-like some meteorological clouds-would altitudes the return flux would be increased by
exhibit -negative [infrared] contrast" in nadir- backscattering from the atmosphere [5].)
directed views. The thermal emission from individual
large particles in the few seconds before they solidify
is complicated by their interior temperature gradi- 9. CONCLUSIONS
ents; on the other hand their opacity after they
become completely frozen wipes out the infrared Table 2 summarizes the numerical results of this

spectral structure [19] that smaller isothermal ice analysis of the low light level video photographs of

droplets would exhibit. vented supply water. The photometric-photogram-
The daytime solar near-ultraviolet radiances in metric data lead to the following principal interpret-

projections to distant cameras would be dominated ations of the phenomenology of release of narrow
by the small-particle component. with the surface streams of liquids (in this case water) in space:
radiances of the trail decreasing less rapidly with X as I. Product states. The initially-bundled column
these particles transition into the Rayleigh-scatter forms within - I m into a bimodal particle size
range later along their flight path. distribution: irregular water/ice drops produced in a

cavitational breakup with a mean diameter exceed-

g. PHYSICAL CONTAMINATION OF ORBITER ing that of the venting orifice (- 2 mm), and 0.3-
pm radius ice spherules produced by partial

The images from onboard show no evidence of any recondensation of overexpanded water vapor. This
of the large particles flowing backward in the frame vapor represents 20-25% of the mass of water
of reference of the orbiting spacecraft to recontact its released into near-vacuum.
body; all move outward, with sensibly the same 2. Spatial distribution. The angular spreads of the
speed. The lifetimes of these ice drops are several hr two particle sizes are the same, indicating that the two
(Appendix B), which is sufficiently long for the very types of particles have the same velocity components.
largest of them to have finite probability of colliding The longitudinal velocities of the most readily ident-
with space shuttle on subsequent passes when they ifiable large particles are experimentally indistin-
are in certain posigrade trajectories [2]. Since the guishable from that calculated for the water stream
short-lived submicron particles have essentially the beyond its conical venting nozzle. The small diver-
same downstream velocity, they also would not gence of the wake trail (+± 15 radian) shows that the
return to contaminate the spacecraft. translational energy imparted to the water mass when

These intensified video photographs do not resolve bubbles of steam and dissolved gases erupt through
the unrecondensed gaseous water (its Rayleigh its surface is substantially less than the kinetic energy
scattering is very weak compared with that of the with which it had been discharged.
2nr/1 1 2 condensation particles), nor do the optical 3. Particle geometry, temperature. emissivity. The
data provide direct information about the rates at submicron particles initially formed following the
which this vapor is evolved. As the gas is initially venting sublimate by absorption of sun- and earth-
collisional (7.9] with mean thermal speeds much shine (the vapor is not optically detectable). Their
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because the trail is optically thin, and collisional heating heating) and re-radiation takes place at wavelengths above
of particles with radius > -0.01 pm is negligible at orbi- 10um, and also for sunlight absorption. which is principally
tal altitudes. The temperature can be considered uni- at wavelengths near 3/Mm. Typical effective emissivities. for
form throughout submicron ice droplets, as their high r -0.20,pm, are 2.6 x 10', 2.0 x 10-2 (at 180 K particle
thermal diffusiviay (- 1 O-cm s) leads to isothermality in temperature. and about 10% higher at 200 K), and 0.26 x
microseconds. 10-2 respectively.

The rate of change of temperature dT dt of smooth- Equation (Al) can thus be simplified to
surfaced, spherical submicron ice particles with uniform
radius r can therefore be written [15.161 4 T - jOT'. (A2)-, dT 3 a

-4 r pC dT = (r. vQfr 2q,(v)dv

3 dt where the dots denote time derivatives and a = 5.7 x

(r, v)Q ,r-q,(v0dv 10-'-J scm- K' is the Stefan- Boltzmann constant.

"It Temperature
- r t. v )O'rP(v. T) dv The exponential dependence on temperature of the equi-

dr librium vapor pressure P of liquid and solid water (P, =
-4nr-pL -d-t (Al) 2.4 . 10' exp - [6110 TI) provides insight into the cooling

dt process, since the sublimation rates per unit exposed area
The -,,mhols and their numerical %alues where appropriate are proportional to this pressure (except at the initial very
aare high temperatures. where the water gas is collisional and

thus partially rccondenses on the particles). This sub-
limation is initially the principal energy loss mechanism.

C = aerage specific heat (at constant %olume) of Similarly, the very rapid evolution of water vapor from the
ice between 250 K and 180 K = 1.9 J gK1 = surface of the bundled stream and its fragmentation droplets
0.45 cal gK) results in most of the recondensation particles being formed

L = average heat of sublimation of ice over this within a few 10's of meters- < -5 seconds flight path-
temperature range = 2.4 x 10'J g from the spacecraft (see Appendix B). As the particle

v = frequ,-,cy of emitted/absorbed electromagnetic temperature drops Li also decreases, and since the right-
radiation hand side of eqn (A2) is changing slowly t decreases also.

Sr. v = particle emissivity ("effective emissivities are Substitution of L and C into the left-hand terms of eqn (A2)
defined immediately below) shows that the fractional decrease in particle radius is

Plv. T) = Planck radiation function = 2he - v3 (en' r _ I 0 -. I 3000 per K during the period when sublimation is the
where c. k. and h have their conventional meanings dominant energy loss mechanism: therefore a decrease in

= Phv. T, = 280 K), for the earth approximated as a temperature from 250 to near 200 K expends less than 2-o
280 K blackbody of the initial radius of the small droplets.

q, = Plv. T = 5800 K). for the sun approximated as a The spectral emissivity of veakly-absorbing spheres is
5800 K blackbody proportional 1181 to r when -0.01 < 2ir ;. < I n: that

Q, = solid angle subtended by the earth at the 329-km is. C - k r. where i represents e. p. or s in the above
altitude particle 7 1.4 nt sr (taking into account notation. Substitution into eqn (A2) then results in the
the infrared opacity of the atmosphere above the further simplication
hard Earth surface)

Q, = solid angle subtended by the sun at the par- rt - •f = - ir- 5rT'. (A3)
ticle = 6.8 x 10-sr

Q, = solid angle into which the particle radiates where I-3L C. (3=-3a4npC) k,, ¢T"-k,.,T). and
(isotropically) = 47r sr. v a 3ak, pC are constants. The Mie calculations showed

The inmil -,..-ations vith tempe;ature of C and L and that k, = 13 X 10 cm '. = I 0 x 103cm I (at 180 K).
the approximation of the sun and earth as blackbody and k, =0 13 x 10'cm
radiators have only an insignificant effect on the numeri- A second relationship between radius and temperature of
cal results. In addition the initial temperature T,, of the the particles can be derived from the above-mentioned
recondensation droplets is uncritical, as it does not affect dependence of their sublimation rate on vapor pressure and
the final equilibrium temperature and-in view of the temperature. When the ambient pressure near the surfaces
initial very high cooling rates by evaporation and sub- of individual particles is so low that the propability that
limation-'has only a "er- small effect on the time to departing molecules return is small [that is. the collisional
approach this equilibrium: we adopt the 250 K of the mean free path in this nearby gas (and particle cloud)
water vapor from the phase diagram reproduced in the exceeds the particle diameter], the rate of change of radius
report of a laboratory simulation [91. and consider only the by sublimation becomes (7.15]
solid phase.

We derived "effective" emissivities for earthshine (',. the r = 0.27P(T) T' . A4)

thermal radiation from the particle (V.). and sunlight (',) by
first weighting and averaging the imaginary component We solved coupled nonlinear differential eqns (AD and
of the index of refraction of ice [17] at 266 K over each (A4) using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical iter-
blackbody distribution at the appropriate radiating tem- ation method, keeping the k's independent of time and

perature. (For ý.. we used the range of temperatures particle radius. With the initial radius r,=0.3mm and

predicted by initial approximate calculations.) The variation temperature T,1 = 250 K taken as the constants of inte-
of the complex index of refraction with temperature (and ice gration. the particles cool to 180 K within I s. after which

crystal structure). and the experimental uncertaint. of this their temperature shows an almost constant rate of decrease

quantity over part of the infrared [171, introduce a small at - I 20 K s ' to 120 s: refer to Fig. A I
error into the emissivities. We then applied standard Mie
theory [181 for spherical particles with size parameter Radiu- loss rate
2ntr . < I n. where ;. is wavelength and n the real part of the These results, as noted, would apply to monodisperse ice
index of refraction This condition holds for r < - I 3pum spheres whose emissivities are proportional to r; only the
since most of the earthshine absorption (the major factor in initial cooling times depend (weakly) on the r, and To
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Fig. Al. Temperature and radius of the recondensation ice particles calculated without and with the
progressive surface roughening parameters in Fig. A2 (refer to the text).

adopted. We consider next the decrease of radius of these We calculated the differential scattering intensities of ice
particles with distance from the venting orifice, which spheres of radius r at P1, = 48 (averaged over _+2', to
requires two further inputs: the dependence of this distance minimize any effect of Mie resonances) weighted for the
on time after the particles form and, for companson with the product [solar spectral irradiance]. [S-20R wavelength re-
radiance data in Fig. 6. the effective cross-section of these sponse of the telescope-cameral- [transmission of the clear-
particles for scattering of solar photons in the direction of night atmosphere above AMOS at the 61 zenith angle of
the AMOS camera. the particle trail (calculated by LOWTRAN [141: increasing

For the reasons stated in the text. we adopt the (constant) by about 15% between 0.4 and 0.65/p m)m. This illumination-
longitudinal velocity of the distinguishable large water-ice times-system response factor is shown in Fig. 10. and the
droplets measured from the onboard photographs as the differential scattering cross-sections per unit projected (sub-
velocity of the small particles. Thus their time-since- micron) particle area derived from it are in Fig. II. This
formation at downstream distance X in the groundbased wavelength-weighted photometric function can be seen to be
images is inversely proportional to this velocity. (The 10's-m relatively insensitive to particle radius down to 0.25 Aim
distance from the venting onfice over which the water gas (the "geometric" range), after which it decreases about
evolved from the liquid recondenses is so small relative linearly to r = 0.15 A m, where it begins to exhibit the
to the distances resolvable from AMOS that it can be expected Rayleigh-like (r") behavior. We fit the first two
neglected.) segments of this function with a cubic spline in calculating

1e-6

I U
~ Measured (Fig. 8b)

-- No surface roughening beat fit /
I-. Surface roughening beat, fit, (r.-r),

le-8
500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Distance X from Discovery [m]
Fig. A2. Measured [Fig, 6tb)] and calculated transverse-summed radiances of the wake trail in the AMOS
images at P, = 48'. Particle emissivities ( = k,r (I + 2.1 um' 2 [r° - r]' 2'r) with rF = 0.30 m resulted in
the best fit with surface roughening. A linear dependence of the change in emissivity on Ar can be seen

to produce a substantially poorer fit.
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the dependence on X of the on-axis and transverse-summed The resulting radii and temperatures of initially-
sunlight-scatter radiances. monodisperse 0.3 ,m recondensation ice particles are shown

Since both the total number per unit pathlength and as dash-dot curves in Fig. A2. A minimum at slightly above
initial radius r. of the vapor-recondensation particles are 180 K is reached within I s, after which the particle tempera-
yet to be determined, a normalization of the calculated ture actually increases by about I C over the remaining
summed radiances at one downstream distance and in - 100s (2 km) of detectable trail: this increase is due
absolute value is necessary. (r0 is as noted a constant of principally to the particles absorbing more earthshine radi-
integration of the rate equations, and the absolute bright- ation per unit mass as their surfaces progressively roughen.
nesses are normalized by a multiplicative factor.) The The mean particle radius by this time has decreased to
manual best-fit to the radiances in Fig. A2. in which 0.05,pm. The alteration of temperature by roughening
r,==0.3 pm, shows that beyond about halfway along the about doubles the rate of decrease of radius beyond -50s-
detectable trail image the radius (which is plotted in Fig. Al ) 1000 m from Discovery-. as can be readily seen from the
is decreasing substantially faster than is predicted by our dependence of P on T [and eqn (A4)].
energy balance-Mie scattering calculation. The difference
betw~een the observed and calculated solar-scatter radiances
would be larger if the velocity of the small recondensation
particles were greater than that of the stream-fragmentation APPENDIX B
droplets: in any case. however, a systematic error from this
,elocit,--a multiplicatiie effect- -would not substantIill. I 'Iimperaturc Htstort of the .Mtillimeter-Dianieter Particles

improve the fit It) the data This diicrepanc, bhemt,.een Lmiivstitii UPtId /hCdl (otndiu'tnonl
(actually straightforard) theor, and the AMOS measure-
ments indicates that the particle temperatures and radii Energy balance eqn (Al) also applies for estimating the
shown as solid curves in Fig. AI can not be correct, temperatures and decrease in ,olume by evaporation;

sublimation of the large water droplets. In the interest of
simplicity, we consider only a single I"mean") initial radius

Surface roukhlenin, of assumed-spherical. non-iragmenting or cracking par-
ticles. which we take to be the 0.13 cm derived in the text.

A larger sublimation rate would result from progres- These stream rupturing-product particles differ in emissiv-
sie roughening of the surfaces of ice droplets exposed togood
vacuum. a phenomenon that has been observed in the approm theyaareo black bodies oe th ared
laboratory1151. This roughening is interpreted[151 as approximation they are black bodies over the infrared

increasing the emissivities of the ice particles through thavelengths at which they absorb earthshine and radiate

multi-phonon interactions (it may be viewed as enhancing thermally. that is, t, = ti, 1. independent of radius r. In
the number of vibrational modes of the now-irregular consequence reflection of IR earthshine by these large
droplets that are accessible to the i nden electromag- particles is small compared with their thermal emission, and
netic wate(s)], rather than by increasing the outer-surface since their equilibrium temperature is less than the - 280 Karet wavof somewhathe tspnby' pinceas. acuum-tanker-surt of the optically-thick atmosphere and earth (as will bearea of somewhat "'spongy" particles. Vacuum-tanik ex'per- ,horkn shortl%) .the artificial Cloud would exhibit "'negative
iments with -0's-micron such droplets[ 15] shokwed that
this relative rate of loss of radius itself increases as the [infrared] contrast" when %tewed in the nadir.

particle ages, which is also in qualitative agreement with We averaged the emissivity-absorptivity t over the spec-
trum of sunlight, tinding C, to be 0.15 at r = 0.13 cm (and

and A2. about proportional to rl. As this particle radius undergoes

We therefore repeated the calculation with the three only a small fractional change during the first few km of

particle emissivities absorptivities i, increased by a term flight path relative to the spacecraft all three emissivities can

k/I(r, - r): . where # as well as r, is empirically deter- be taken as constant, substantially simplifying the calcu-

mined by fitting to the measured transverse-summed trail lations. (The issue of surface roughening is moot in view of

radiances. [The computational model with this perturbation these large emissivities.)

still implicitly assumes that the ice particles are spherical. This advantage is in large part offset by a second major
thirluimplicitly assttesithatfthevcenparticeeshare suhnlght. difference in the energy balances of the two size particles:through the Mie scattering of wavelength-weighted sunlight,. ntelredolt.te iesae o eprtr

the sublimation rate at fixed temperature eqn (A4), and in the large droplets. the time scales for temperature

terms in eqn (A3).] The idea that the increase in each of the equilibrium by conduction are long compared with the

emissivities would depend on the square root of the decrease characteristic times for sublimative-evaporation loss of heat

in the initial radius of the particle follows from the perceived from the droplet surfaces. The time step in the early cooling
"statistical" nature of the irregularities produced when the stages (when the temperatures and therefore vaporization

particle surface erodes: this functional form in fact results in rates are high. as was shown in Appendix A) is therefore

a rather better manual fit to the AMOS data than a linear controlled by transport of heat from the interior. (The

dependence on Jr0 - rit )], as Fig. A2 shows This best-fit was resulting radial temperature gradient introduces some un-

derived with r. = 0.30 pim. # = 2.1 pm'. certainty into the thermal emission rates during this period.

While this analytic form of the increase in the etfcrt-'z since the outermost "'shell" is not optically thick at all the

emissivities is not necessarily unique. an acceleration of the principal wavelengths radiated: and the difference between
fractional rates of mass loss during the transit of the the indexes of refraction of liquid and solid water adds afracionl rtes f mss oss urig te trnsi ofthe small further uncertainty to the scattering and absorption
particles through the AMOS camera's field is definitely s

indicated by the curvature as well as the slopes in the plot cross-scctions in the period before the particles freeze

of log (sterance) against X. The fit that results from the completely.)
hypothesis that the increase in emissivities depends on the
change in particle radius is not substantially different from
that in our preliminary analysis (I]. in which we applied the Cooling considerations
less physically -realistic assumptions that the rate of change The initial temperature of the droplets can be estimated
of fractional particle radius increases linearly with time (or from the rates of evaporative cooling of the surface of the
.Y) and that the total cross-section for scattering of sunlight cylindrical stream before it fragments [7] and the effective
undergoes a distcontinuous change from purely geometric thickness of this cooled outer annulus. Since the near-
(r:) to Rayleigh W•) at the downstream distance at which the surface temperature of the coherent stream is decreasing
slope of the integrated radiances in Fig. A2 appears to only logarithmically with time (71 (the volume is also not
change. isothermal), the exact distance from the venting orifice at
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which rupturing takes place is uncritical. With this distance loss dunng cooling time interval At with that resulting from
estimated from the onboard video images (and laboratory the decrease in temperature of an outer spherical shell of
simulations 191) as 1 2 m the lifetime of the bundled stream thickness Ar. which we approximated as (K At)' 2. The flow
is 2 x 10 "s. Dunng this period its surfacc temperature falls of heat through this laver (whose thickness eventually
from the initial 303 K- the nominal ejection temperature. becomes comparable with r) determines the initial time scale
w4hich is similarli uncritical-to about 250 K [7]. IConvec- of cooling of the large water ice particles.
tuse mixing accompanying the violent cawitational fragmen- When this outer shell is liquid, this equation can be
tation could be expected to momentaril% melt anN ice that stated as
may hase formed near the surface of the stream.)

The radial thickness ot this annular heat "diffusion layer" (41 3)(r'- [r - Ar')p. C. AT
is to a good approximation = On 3)(r -- [r Atlp Lý (BI)

i-) it)dillusisit.s A of -2'5 K watert-2 ' 10 : s]i where j,.. C., and L, are the parameters defined in
StKhermal conductiiiti) idensit). Appenuix A for liquid w%.ater (L_ is a heat of vaporization

Shfrom the liquid Since Ar r is inttially much less than I
(specific heatj) is (ttt4cm2 

s Thus the thickness of this
iuter shell is it 06' mm. %Nhich is cisels 1 10i ot the radius o (as w e Iound abovet. this expression reduces to the even

more intuitively obvious
the relaxed stream calculated in Section 4 2 A mean ini-
rial temperature of these water droplets would therefore be
,t)I K - I 2 tii [ 313- 25(0 2-)K :- 29S K. The fraction ArQ AT = r tB2)
oI the "ented %•.a er nmas, e.aporated in thi, pre-break up
p'riod which produces this ; ('" mean temperature change is When the droplet surface begins to solidtfs. two further
i Of As the total traction that saporizes to cool and freeze terms added to the left-hand side of eqn iB2) take into
the remaining water is onk about 1)2 the small change in account the phase transition from liquid to solid in an
mean radius -"', again neglecting the difference in densits immediatel,-inner spherical shell and the cooling of the
between ice and liquid water--.justifies its neglect in estimat- outer laser of ice
ing the fraction of %ented water recondensed into small
particles (in Section 6). The higher thermal conductivity ArC.AT+ H(K'At)l' Ar,C AT = i AtL. (B3)
and lower specific heat ok pure ice give it a heat diffusivity
almost nine times that of pure liquid water near 0 C Here Ar. and Ar represent the thicknesses of these concen-
therefore the characteriSti, heat transport times decrease tric liquid and solid shells. If is the heat of fusion of water
b\ an order of magmitude after the particles sohdif\• Iwhich we took as constant at X)cal g). and p. is again
(assuming that advectise transport in the liquid can be approximated as p).

neglected f'l) We solsed eqns i1B2) and then (BI) iteratively down to
"Wv calculated the surlace temperature of these infrared- 200 K %ith temperature step AT = I C Near this tempera-

opaque large particles bh iterati\el olking, the cnerg\- ture the thickness of the etrectielk-cooled layer reaches
balance And suhlitI1,1t n -rate eqn i-Al 2) and i.\4). taking, I 4 of the particle radius. and the radiative cooling terms
into account the interir :emperature eradtents The princi- are becoming comparable with the (essentiallk exponentially
pal source o? heat input is earthshine, that is. 1., P decreasing) sublimatii~e cooling term. We therefore assumed
0 15 0, P Within the first few\ seconds after the coherent isothermaht\ (homogeneous cooling) below 200 K. and
stream traements. while the surface temperature and %apor determined bhe time dependence of temperature by the
pressure remain high. the loss ot heat is eftlcti\elv all due iteratisc procedure applied in Appendix A to the small ice
to eaporation sublimation We equated this e\aporatise particles

3q25
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Fig. BI Surface temperature history of the -rmm ice particles. Outer shell cooling is calculated for the
first second after burst (solid ine). after which bulk particle cooling )isothermalitN) is reached (dashed
line). The initial extremely rapid cooling Itimes < - 10<•' s follows from an iterative solution of a one

dimensional diffusion equation with the stream modeled as a semi-infinite slab[7]
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Results during which the accompanying cloud of small ice particles
remains above the detection threshold of the AMOS

The calculated dependence on time of the outermost- telescope-camera.
surface temperature of the large droplets is shown in With this equilibrium temperature eqn (A2) gives
Fig. BI. (The extremely ra?'d decrease to - 250 K is taken dridt = 4 x 10-Ocmis. The characteristic fractional decay
from a calculation with a different geometry [71 , in any case, time (dr ;r dr)- of the stream-fragmentation particles is
the time in which this surface temperature is reached is therefore 3 x 104s. or 5 low earth orbital periods (during
<ý I s.) This temperature falls to 200 K in about 10 s. when which the orbits decay significantly [2]). This is considerably
these particles have moved some 200m from the venting longer than the effective lifetime of the four orders of
nozzle. They then asymptotically approach 181 K magnitude smaller vapor-recondensation particles indicated
in (coincidentally) the remaining - 100s of their path in Fig. A2.


